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Client Informed Consent

 

 

Sessions booking and appointments

All bookings will be done online 

choose a specific date and time 

friendly useable and will automatically show which days are available 

not. When making online appointment

state (Eastern, central, western times …)

email will be automatically sent to your email 

will contain the date and time of the session. Please make sure to use a valid email address while 

booking a session online in order to receive a confirmation in your email

Payments:  

Payments will be made online at the time of the booking. The online system 

order to successfully complete the booking. Payments can be made either by PayPal or by 

credit/debit cards. All payments are 

can be rescheduled if needed. Please check the “

how to reschedule a session. 

Rescheduling: 

If you have already booked an appointment for a healing session and 

appointment, please contact us online 

you accordingly.  As stated above, all booking are final and non

completed. However, we understand that 

account that life does happen, we

a minimum of 48 hours notice from the time of the scheduled appointment. A minimum of 48 hours is

required because a lot of time is

mediation in order to receive t

require enough time, a minimum

service for all of our clients. 

rescheduled session. All reschedu

after contacting us for approval.
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Client Informed Consent Form  

Sessions booking and appointments:   

online on our website (www.integrityhealing.com). Clients will be required to 

date and time frame depending on the availability. The online booking system is 

friendly useable and will automatically show which days are available to choose from 

not. When making online appointments it is important to select the correct zone 

(Eastern, central, western times …). The session will be held at your area zone time. A confirmation 

email will be automatically sent to your email once the booking is completed. The confirmation email 

and time of the session. Please make sure to use a valid email address while 

in order to receive a confirmation in your email.  

made online at the time of the booking. The online system will

complete the booking. Payments can be made either by PayPal or by 

ayments are nonrefundable once the booking is completed;

. Please check the “rescheduling” section below for more information on 

an appointment for a healing session and desire

appointment, please contact us online on our website by using “Contact Us” sec

As stated above, all booking are final and non-refundable once the booking is 

er, we understand that sometimes unexpected events may happen in life. Taking in

at life does happen, we generously allowed our clients to reschedule their appointment

from the time of the scheduled appointment. A minimum of 48 hours is

s put in beforehand in preparation for each session, and t

receive the appropriate healing guidance for each client

m of 48 hours notice period so that we can provide the optimal quality of 

service for all of our clients. The payment made for the first appointment will be used for the 

eduled session. All reschedulings will be done online on our website (www.integrityhealing.com

after contacting us for approval. 
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Clients will be required to 

. The online booking system is 

to choose from and which days are 

zone time of your area or 

zone time. A confirmation 

. The confirmation email 

and time of the session. Please make sure to use a valid email address while 

will require a payment in 

complete the booking. Payments can be made either by PayPal or by using your 

ompleted; however the session 

below for more information on 

desire to reschedule your 

ction so that we can help 

refundable once the booking is 

happen in life. Taking into 

eschedule their appointments with 

from the time of the scheduled appointment. A minimum of 48 hours is 

beforehand in preparation for each session, and time is spent in 

he appropriate healing guidance for each client. For these reasons we 

can provide the optimal quality of 

The payment made for the first appointment will be used for the 

www.integrityhealing.com) 
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Session time: 

Clients are encouraged to arrive 

enough time to fill out the paperw

reserved for each healing session

Tardiness: 

We reserve the right to cancel any

and our clients’ times are valuable as

session; therefore, we encourage everyone to be on time so we can serve all of our clients efficiently. 

Any cancelled session either by the client himself 

encourage everyone to make the necessary accommodations and arrangements to be on time for the

scheduled appointments. 

Cancellation/Refund policy: 

All bookings for healing or private sessions are final 

to cancel a scheduled session any time 

be refund. We also reserve the right to cancel a session if a client is more than 15 minutes late for the 

appointment and in this case the session fees

beforehand work involved in the preparation 

is already booked, we strongly recommend rescheduling the session

scheduled time. We deeply appreciate and value our

may happen in life. For this reason

booked appointment at their convenience. 

check “rescheduling” section above.

Confidentiality: 

All information shared during a healing session is strictly confidential.

posted on our website, social media, or

client. Likewise clients must not share, post, comm

internet, social media or with anyone without our informed consent. 

healing session is strictly confidential 

our clients’ health and privacy and encourage our clients to keep all information discussed duri

healing session confidential.  
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Clients are encouraged to arrive at least 15 minutes before the beginning of 

paperwork. All sessions will start promptly on time. One hour time frame is 

healing session except for the private sessions which last sever

any session if a client is more than 15 minutes late. 

times are valuable as well. Other appointments might be schedule

we encourage everyone to be on time so we can serve all of our clients efficiently. 

by the client himself or by us will not be refunded

to make the necessary accommodations and arrangements to be on time for the

All bookings for healing or private sessions are final and nonrefundable once scheduled

any time before the session but a cancelled scheduled session fees will not 

reserve the right to cancel a session if a client is more than 15 minutes late for the 

ase the session fees will not be refund due to the tre

beforehand work involved in the preparation for each session. If you are unable to attend a session 

we strongly recommend rescheduling the session at least

We deeply appreciate and value our clients and we understand that unexpe

r this reason, we encourage all clients to reschedule or 

booked appointment at their convenience. For more information on how to reschedule a session, please 

above. 

All information shared during a healing session is strictly confidential. Clients‘

social media, or shared with any third party without the approved consent of the 

clients must not share, post, comment any information, audio or

internet, social media or with anyone without our informed consent.  All information discussed during a 

strictly confidential and must not be shared with others. We deeply care and respect 

our clients’ health and privacy and encourage our clients to keep all information discussed duri
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the beginning of their sessions to have 

ime. One hour time frame is 

ral hours.  

session if a client is more than 15 minutes late. Our time is valuable 

might be scheduled right after each 

we encourage everyone to be on time so we can serve all of our clients efficiently. 

will not be refunded. Therefore, we lovingly 

to make the necessary accommodations and arrangements to be on time for their 

nce scheduled. Clients are free 

cancelled scheduled session fees will not 

reserve the right to cancel a session if a client is more than 15 minutes late for the 

will not be refund due to the tremendous amount of 

If you are unable to attend a session that 

at least 48 hours from the 

understand that unexpected events 

we encourage all clients to reschedule or postpone an already 

or more information on how to reschedule a session, please 

  

‘information will not be 

shared with any third party without the approved consent of the 

any information, audio or video of our work on 

ll information discussed during a 

We deeply care and respect 

our clients’ health and privacy and encourage our clients to keep all information discussed during the 
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Emergency or urgent care: 

In case of emergency or if you ne

Recording: 

Recordings of sessions will be not provided to 

recorders (Smart phones record

and must not be shared with others

recordings and information discussed during 

confidential.  

Guarantee: 

We do not guarantee that a person will be 

worked on, higher self priorities, karmic patterns, or the mat

incarnation the Light Beings and 

take away a pain. Pain is a signal that some part

relationships or other unhealthy behaviors 

everyone regarding their health

support to help with their health situation. 

guidance that will be provided during the healing session. 

to God’s will and for clients’ best and highest good; therefore, after 

in God’s hands. The healing energy comes

overseeing all healing sessions.  

Preparation before a session: 

Clients are encouraged to spend some time in mediation or breathing exercise

session. Meditation and breathing exercises promote relaxation and it is healthy to be relaxed. During 

healing sessions clients are encouraged to do their best to quiet their minds, sitting or laying down 

comfortably in a relaxing position. We 

other jewelry before the healing session

sessions, to drink at least 3 to 5 ounce

produces before the healing ses

feel fresh, gentle, and light. Clients are encouraged to spend 

receptive to receive any help and guidance from the Divine. Being open minded

open to any help from the Divine is the best attitude to adopt 

the best guidance from the Father
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eed an urgent care please call 911.  

not provided to clients. Clients may record online

ders etc.). All recordings done by clients are for clients’ 

not be shared with others, posted online, or on social media without o

and information discussed during healing sessions are strictly for client

that a person will be healed. Sometimes, depending on 

worked on, higher self priorities, karmic patterns, or the matrix combination

eings and angels helping with the healing sessions may choose

Pain is a signal that some parts of our lives need a positive change

other unhealthy behaviors or situations that we could find ourselves in.

health conditions will be provided with valuable information, guidance and 

lp with their health situation. Furthermore, everyone will benefit f

guidance that will be provided during the healing session. All healing sessions are conducted acc

best and highest good; therefore, after a healing session we let everything 

healing energy comes directly from God who is the Physician of 

 

Clients are encouraged to spend some time in mediation or breathing exercise

hing exercises promote relaxation and it is healthy to be relaxed. During 

clients are encouraged to do their best to quiet their minds, sitting or laying down 

comfortably in a relaxing position. We strongly encourage clients to remove all 

other jewelry before the healing sessions. It is highly suggested to be well hydrated before the healing 

o 5 ounces of water. If possible, eat a light meal

produces before the healing session. Eating gentle foods such as fresh organic produces will help you to 

. Clients are encouraged to spend some time in prayers 

receptive to receive any help and guidance from the Divine. Being open minded

to any help from the Divine is the best attitude to adopt in order to receive 

the best guidance from the Father-Mother-God and the divine angels.  
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online sessions with their own 

for clients’ personal use only 

our informed consent. All 

are strictly for clients use only and 

healed. Sometimes, depending on the life lessons being 

rix combinations chosen for a specific 

choose not to step in to 

ur lives need a positive change; this could be our 

or situations that we could find ourselves in. However, 

conditions will be provided with valuable information, guidance and 

everyone will benefit from the helpful healing 

sessions are conducted according 

healing session we let everything 

from God who is the Physician of physicians 

Clients are encouraged to spend some time in mediation or breathing exercises before the healing 

hing exercises promote relaxation and it is healthy to be relaxed. During 

clients are encouraged to do their best to quiet their minds, sitting or laying down 

all piercings, earrings and 

to be well hydrated before the healing 

If possible, eat a light meal such as fresh organic 

fresh organic produces will help you to 

time in prayers and to be willing and 

receptive to receive any help and guidance from the Divine. Being open minded, relaxed, willing and 

receive the highest good and 
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Referral: 

Clients may be referred to appropriate healthcare providers when needed. Our intention is to work in 

collaboration with our clients and their healthcare practitioners to provide optimal

Therefore, clients may be referred to ot

Consent/Liability: 

I freely and willingly give my consent to Lilly Koutcho to help me with 

receiving divine healing advice and guidance. I will not hold Lilly Kouctho responsible of any phy

emotional or spiritual change that may occur 

that a part of this healing session is working on an energetic level to 

own natural healing process. I understa

as a healer is just a conduit/pipeline of the divine healing energy. I understand that Lilly Koutcho is just 

divine messenger and I will not hold Lilly Koutcho responsible of any informatio

during the healing session. I release Lilly Koutcho from all liabilities, medical or otherwise. 

 

 

I, ____________________________ (PRINT first and last name) understand that the Energy Healing I 

receive is provided for the basic of balancing, revealing, and accelerating the bo

process. If I experience any pain or discomfort durin

therapist so that adjustments can be made for my level of comfort. I further understand that Energy 

Healing should not be construed as a substitute for medical examination, diagnosis, or treatment, and 

that I should see a physician or other qualified medical specialist for any physical or mental ailment that 

I am aware of. I understand that Energy Healing therapists are not qualified to diagnose, prescribe, or 

treat any physical or mental illness, and that nothi

construed as such. I affirm that I have stated all my known medical conditions, and answered all 

questions honestly. I agree to keep the therapist updated as to any changes in my medical profile and 

understand that there shall be no liability on the therapist’s part should I fail to do so. 

 

Acknowledgement: 

I understand and agree with the above provisions.

I understand that sending by email

I have read understand the above policies and I am ready to proceed.

 

Client Signature:  

Signature of parent if the client is under 18 year old:

Date:  
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be referred to appropriate healthcare providers when needed. Our intention is to work in 

clients and their healthcare practitioners to provide optimal

Therefore, clients may be referred to other healthcare providers when needed.  

consent to Lilly Koutcho to help me with my healing process and with 

healing advice and guidance. I will not hold Lilly Kouctho responsible of any phy

emotional or spiritual change that may occur before, during, or after the healing session. I understand 

that a part of this healing session is working on an energetic level to restore and accelerate the body’s 

process. I understand that I am responsible of my own health and that Lilly Koutcho 

pipeline of the divine healing energy. I understand that Lilly Koutcho is just 

divine messenger and I will not hold Lilly Koutcho responsible of any informatio

I release Lilly Koutcho from all liabilities, medical or otherwise. 

I, ____________________________ (PRINT first and last name) understand that the Energy Healing I 

receive is provided for the basic of balancing, revealing, and accelerating the bo

If I experience any pain or discomfort during this session, I will immediately inform the 

therapist so that adjustments can be made for my level of comfort. I further understand that Energy 

Healing should not be construed as a substitute for medical examination, diagnosis, or treatment, and 

hould see a physician or other qualified medical specialist for any physical or mental ailment that 

I am aware of. I understand that Energy Healing therapists are not qualified to diagnose, prescribe, or 

treat any physical or mental illness, and that nothing said in the course of the session given should be 

construed as such. I affirm that I have stated all my known medical conditions, and answered all 

questions honestly. I agree to keep the therapist updated as to any changes in my medical profile and 

rstand that there shall be no liability on the therapist’s part should I fail to do so. 

I understand and agree with the above provisions. 

email, submitting, and signing below act as my legal signature.

d understand the above policies and I am ready to proceed. 

Signature of parent if the client is under 18 year old: 
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be referred to appropriate healthcare providers when needed. Our intention is to work in 

clients and their healthcare practitioners to provide optimal health outcomes. 

 

my healing process and with 

healing advice and guidance. I will not hold Lilly Kouctho responsible of any physical, 

or after the healing session. I understand 

restore and accelerate the body’s 

ealth and that Lilly Koutcho 

pipeline of the divine healing energy. I understand that Lilly Koutcho is just a 

divine messenger and I will not hold Lilly Koutcho responsible of any information received and shared 

I release Lilly Koutcho from all liabilities, medical or otherwise.  

I, ____________________________ (PRINT first and last name) understand that the Energy Healing I 

receive is provided for the basic of balancing, revealing, and accelerating the body own natural healing 

g this session, I will immediately inform the 

therapist so that adjustments can be made for my level of comfort. I further understand that Energy 

Healing should not be construed as a substitute for medical examination, diagnosis, or treatment, and 

hould see a physician or other qualified medical specialist for any physical or mental ailment that 

I am aware of. I understand that Energy Healing therapists are not qualified to diagnose, prescribe, or 

ng said in the course of the session given should be 

construed as such. I affirm that I have stated all my known medical conditions, and answered all 

questions honestly. I agree to keep the therapist updated as to any changes in my medical profile and 

rstand that there shall be no liability on the therapist’s part should I fail to do so.  

and signing below act as my legal signature. 


